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Abstract
Mostly Sensor Networks are static, however , node connection is 
exposed to changes because of  failure in wireless communication,  
transmission power changes, or loss of synchronization between 
colleague nodes. Accordingly, even after a sensor is alert of  its 
coming it must continuously maintain its vision, a process called 
continuous Neighbor Discovery. Here we differentiate both 
continuous neighbor discovery and initial neighbor discovery and 
we focus on latter as a collective task of all nodes in a connected 
segment and to reduce power utilization we use a simple procedure 
that decreases time taken to find hidden sensors.
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I. Introduction:
Sensor is a cheap tiny device that is able to detect local events and 
report them to a centralized gateway using wireless communication. 
A sensor network consists of many sensors and a gateway The 
sensors perform some common task, like smoke detection or 
temperature measurement, and report to the gateway. The Sensor 
nodes in a sensor network model are considered to be placed 
randomly over the area of interest and the first task is to find the 
immediate neighbors and to establish routes of the gateway. Here 
some of the sensor nodes act as routers, forwarding messages from 
one of their neighbors to another. The nodes are configured to turn 
their communication hardware on and off to minimize energy 
consumption. Therefore, in order for two neighboring sensors 
to communicate, both must be in active mode Despite the static 
nature of the sensors in many sensor networks, connectivity is still 
subject to changes even after the network has been established. 
Hence, even after a sensor is aware of its immediate neighbors, it 
must continuously maintain its view, a process we call continuous 
neighbor discovery.
The sensors must continuously look for new neighbors in order 
to accommodate the following situations:

loss of local synchronization due to accumulated clock • 
drifts
disruption of wireless connectivity between adjacent nodes  • 
by a temporary event, such as a passing car or animal, a dust  
storm, rain, or fog; when these events are over, the hidden
nodes must be rediscovered• 
continuous neighbor discovery is a  ongoing process so  • 
addition of new nodes is continuous, in some networks, to 
compensate for nodes that have ceased to function because 
their energy has been exhausted
The increase in transmission power of some nodes, in response • 
to certain events, such as detection of emergent situations.

For these reasons, detecting new links and nodes in sensor networks 
must be considered as an ongoing process.
There are two states:

A. Initial State
A node has no information about its surroundings and therefore 
must remain active for a relatively long time in order to detect 
new neighbors. Here we use initial neighbor discovery.

B. Normal State
Here we know the surroundings of network so the time taken to 
detect new neighbors must be less compare to init state. Here we 
use an efficient discovery method called continuous neighbor 
discovery.

Fig. 1: Transmission of HELLO Messages in Init and Normal 
States

Fig. 2: Continuous Neighbor Discovery Versus Initial Neighbor 
Discovery in Sensor Networks

While previous works address initial neighbor discovery • 
and continuous neighbor discovery as similar tasks, to be 
performed by the same scheme, 
Here we distinguish between neighbor discovery during sensor • 
network initialization and continuous neighbor discovery for 
the following reason:
Initial neighbor discovery is usually performed when the • 
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sensor has no clue about the structure of its immediate 
surroundings. Hence, in this state, more extensive energy 
use is justified.
Continuous neighbor discovery is performed when the sensor • 
is already operational this is a long-term process, whose 
optimization is crucial for increasing network lifetime.  We 
focus on the Continuous Neighbor Discovery and view it 
as a joint task of all the nodes in every connected segment. 
Each sensor employs a simple protocol in a coordinate effort 
to reduce power consumption without increasing the time 
required to detect hidden sensors.

II. Related Work
Neighbor discovery in wireless sensor networks is addressed in 
“An energy-optimal algorithm for neighbor discovery in wireless 
sensor networks” The authors propose a policy for determining 
the transmission power of every node in order to guarantee that 
each node detects at least one of its neighbors using as little power 
as possible.
The underlying topology of the network defines a graph Gmax, 
called the maximum connectivity graph, in which each node 
represents a sensor, and two nodes are joined by an edge if they 
are within communication range of each other. All possible routes 
are then paths within the graph Gmax. We separate the next stage, 
that of finding desirable routes, into the following two parts.

A. Topology Formation
In this phase, one forms a sub graph Gmin of Gmax, called 
the minimum-energy graph that contains all nodes of Gmax. 
The graph Gmin is defined in the following way. For any two 
neighboring nodes u and v in Gmax, an edge is included in Gmin 
if there is no other path between u and v which uses less energy 
for communication. Thus Gmin contains every energy efficient 
path in the network. Edges of Gmax which are not in Gmin are 
therefore ruled out as routing candidates, thus reducing the work 
that the routing algorithm itself must perform.

B. Packet Routing
There are several possible protocols which may be used to route 
packets over the graph Gmin.Examples  of routing protocols for 
ad hoc networks are ad-hoc on-demand distance vector routing 
(AODV), Location-Aided Routing (LAR), and Greedy Perimeter 
Stateless Routing (GPSR).
In “On neighbor discovery in wireless networks with directional 
antennas” the authors study the problem of neighbor discovery in 
static wireless ad hoc networks with directional antennas. At each 
time slot, a sensor either transmits HELLO messages in a random 
direction, or listens for HELLO messages from other nodes. The 
goal is to determine the optimal rate of transmission and reception 
slots, and the pattern of transmission directions.
In this, we present several probabilistic neighbor discovery 
algorithms, both synchronous and asynchronous. Our neighbor 
discovery algorithms can be classified into two groups, viz. Direct-
Discovery Algorithms in which a node discovers its neighbor only 
when it successfully hears a transmission from that neighbor and 
Gossip-Based Discovery Algorithms in which nodes gossip about 
each others’ location information to speed up discovery. Some of 
the important contributions of our work are: 

A simple mathematical model to derive the optimal parameter 1. 
settings for synchronous direct-discovery and gossip-based 
algorithms. 
A simulation-based performance comparison of the gossip-2. 

based and the direct-discovery algorithms, demonstrating 
that nodes discover their neighbors significantly faster using 
the gossip-based algorithm than using the direct-discovery 
algorithm. Interestingly, we also see that while the performance 
of direct-discovery algorithm degrades as node density increases, 
the gossip-based algorithm remains insensitive to an increase in  
node density. 
A detailed study of how the performance of the gossip-based 3. 
algorithm varies with the fraction of nodes with location 
information. An interesting feature of our gossip-based 
algorithm is that it can operate even when only a fraction 
of nodes have location information. Simulations show that 
the performance of the gossip-based algorithm degrades 
gracefully to that of the direct discovery algorithm as the 
fraction of nodes with location information decreases. 
Extension of our synchronous discovery algorithms to their 4. 
asynchronous counterparts and derivation of their optimal 
parameter settings. 
A discussion of how nodes should configure their beam widths 5. 
in order to maximize the number of discovered neighbors in 
a given amount of time. 

In “Revisiting neighbor discovery with interferences consideration, 
“neighbor discovery is studied for general ad hoc wireless networks. 
The authors propose a random HELLO protocol, inspired by 
ALOHA. Each node can be in one of two states: listening or 
talking. A node decides randomly when to initiate the transmission 
of a HELLO message. If its message does not collide with another 
HELLO, the node is considered to be discovered. The goal is to 
determine the HELLO transmission frequency and the duration 
of the neighbor discovery process.
Several works have studied the design of hello protocols in the 
context of wireless multi-hop networks. McGlynn et al propose a 
family of birthday protocols which use random transmissions to 
discover adjacent nodes in static ad hoc networks, where the nodes 
are supposed to be synchronized.  The proposed mathematical 
models as well as the simulations show the energy efficiency and 
the robustness of such random protocols for neighbor discovery 
in comparison to deterministic or scheduling algorithms.  
Alonso et al, provide a general model allowing to study and analyze 
hello protocols in ad hoc single broadcast channel networks.  The 
time is slotted, the nodes are synchronized and they can be in 
one of the following two states: listening or talking. Using this 
model, the authors describe and compare various hello protocols. 
However, this model as well as the studied protocols does not take 
into account the energy consumption. In , Alonso et al adapt their 
model to the case of ad hoc multichannel broadcast networks.
Jakllari et al, propose a polling based MAC protocol that addresses 
the problem of neighbor discovery with directional antennas. This 
type of antenna increases the capacity of the network thanks to 
the spatial diversity. This protocol uses a polling strategy wherein 
a node polls its discovered neighbors periodically.  This enables 
the node to adjust its antenna weighting coefficients in order to 
track its neighbors.  The analytical study as well as the simulations 
shows the efficiency of this protocol for mobile ad hoc networks 
in term of capacity enhancement.
Most of the studies made on hello protocols use rather simplistic 
models which do not take into account the specificities of radio 
communications. In our knowledge, few studies analyze the 
problem of neighbor discovery in presence of interferences.

III. Basic Scheme for Problem Definition
Two nodes are said to be directly connected if they have discovered 
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each other and are aware of each other’s wake-up times. Two nodes 
are said to be connected if there is a path of directly connected 
nodes between them. A set of connected nodes is referred to as 
a segment. Two nodes can learn about their hidden wireless link 
using the following simple scheme, which uses two message 
types: 

SYNC messages for synchronization between all segment • 
nodes, transmitted over known wireless links
HELLO messages for detecting new neighbors.• 

A. Detecting All Hidden Links Inside a Segment
Whenever a new node is discovered by one of the segment node, 
the discovering node issues a special SYNC message to all segment 
members, asking them to wake up and periodically broadcast a 
bunch of HELLO messages.

This SYNC message is distributed over the already known • 
wireless links of the segment. Thus, it is guaranteed to be 
received by every segment node.
When this scheme is used, a hidden node is discovered by • 
all of its in-segment neighbors as soon as it is discovered by 
the first of them. In contrast, when Scheme 1 is not used, the 
hidden node is discovered by all of its in-segment neighbors 
only when it is discovered by the last of them

Node u has four hidden links to nodes in. Hence, we say that • 
the degree of u in S is degs (u). When u is discovered by one 
of its four neighbors in S , it will also be discovered by the rest 
of its neighbors in S as soon as this Scheme  is reinvoked
This Scheme allows two neighboring nodes and to discover • 
each other if they belong to a connected segment. However, 
as discussed in Section I, in order for two neighbors not yet 
connected to the same segment to detect each other, each 
node should also execute the following scheme

B. Detecting a Hidden Link Outside a Segment
Node wakes up randomly, every T (u) seconds on the average, for 
a fixed period of time H. During this time, it broadcasts several 
on the average, for a fixed period of time H During this time, 
it broadcasts several HELLO messages and listens for possible 
HELLO messages sent by new neighbors. The value of T(u) is 
as follows:

T(u)=T(1) , if node is in the Init state• 
T(u)=TN(u) if node is in the Normal state• 

C. Estimating the In-Segment Degree of A Hidden 
Neighbor
The main idea behind the continuous neighbor discovery scheme 
we propose is that the task of finding a new node u is divided 
among all the nodes that can help v to detect u . These nodes are 
characterized as follows:

they are also neighbors of u.1. 
they belong to a connected segment of nodes that have already 2. 
detected each other node v also belongs to this segment.
Let degs (u) be the number of these nodes. This variable 3. 
indicates the in-segment degree of a hidden neighbor .In order 
to take advantage of the proposed discovery scheme node v 
must estimate the value of degs(u).

Here we present methods that can be used by node in the Normal 
(continuous neighbor discovery) state to estimate this value. Node 
u is assumed to not yet be connected to the segment, and it is 
in the Init (initial neighbor discovery) state. Three methods are 
presented:

Node V measures the average in-segment degree of the • 
segment’s nodes and uses this number as an estimate of the 
in-segment degree of u.

The average in-segment degree of the segment’s nodes can be 
calculated by the segment leader. To this end, it gets from every 
node in the segment a message indicating the in-segment degree 
of the sending node, which is known due to Scheme above. We 
assume that the segment size is big enough for the received value 
to be considered equal to the expected number of neighbors of 
every node

Node v discovers, using the Scheme, the number of its in-• 
segment neighbors degs (v) and views this number as an 
estimate of degs (u). 

This approach is expected to yield better results than the 
previous one when the degrees of neighboring nodes are strongly 
correlated.

Node v uses the average in-segment degree of its segment’s • 
nodes and its own in-segment degree degs (v) to estimate the 
number of node u’s neighbors.

This approach is expected to yield the best results if the correlation 
between the in-segment degrees of neighboring nodes is known. 
An interesting special case is when the in-segment nodes are 
uniformly distributed.
The in-segment degree of and depends on how the various nodes 
are distributed in the network. Let Z be a random variable that 
indicates the degree  degs(v) of v. a uniform randomly chosen node 
in the segment S. Let Z’ be a random variable that indicates the 
degree degs(u) of u a uniform randomly chosen hidden neighbor 
of v , which we want to estimate. Note that u itself is not aware 
of the value of Z’. Let Z’’ be the estimated value of Z’. Clearly, 
we want Z’’be as close as possible to Z’ we use the mean square 
error measure (MER) to decide how good an estimate is. The MER 
is defined as E((Z’-Z’’)2). Since u and v are two neighbors in the 
same graph, Z and Z’ have the same distribution. Let us denote 
the correlation between Z and Z’, corr(Z,Z’) by C.
Denote the average graph degree by ‘f’  . Clearly E(Z)=E(Z’’)=f. 
Thus for the first method, the following holds:
MER1 = E( (Z’-Z’’)2) = E( (Z ’ –f   ) 2) = Var(Z’) (1)
For the second method, we have Z’=Z, hence 
  MER2 = E ( ( Z ’ – Z ’’ ) 2 ) = E( (Z ’- Z ) 2   )  

=   ( y – x ) 2 P ( Z = x , Z ’ = y )

=   ( y 2  - 2 x y + x 2 ) P ( Z = x , Z ’ = y)
 =   E ( Z 2 ) + E ( Z ’ 2 ) – 2 E ( Z Z ’ )  (2)

By the correlation of random variables and the fact that  
Var(Z)=Var(Z’), we get
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   cov ( Z , Z ’ )
Corr (Z , Z ’ ) =   
   Var(Z)
Using the definition of covariance, we get
Cov ( Z , Z ’ ) =   E ( ( Z – E ( Z ) ) ( Z ’ – E ( Z ’ )                                                     
= (Z Z’ – Z E (Z’) – Z’E (Z’) + E(Z) E(Z’)
=  ( Z Z ’ ) – E ( Z ) E ( Z ’ ) – E ( Z ’ ) E ( Z ) 
                                                 + E ( Z ) E ( Z ’ )
= ( Z Z ’ ) – E ( Z ) E ( Z ’ ) .
Hence,
E( ZZ  ) = cov ( Z , Z ’ ) + E ( Z ) E ( Z ’ )
              = corr ( Z,Z’ ) Var ( Z ) +E ( Z ) E ( Z ’ )
              = C Var ( Z ) + E ( Z ) E ( Z ’ )

Substituting into (2) and keeping in mind that Z and Z’ have the 
same distribution, we get

MER2      =E (Z2) + E (Z’ 2) – 2 (C Var(Z) 
                                                    + E(Z) E(Z’)) 
  = E (Z2) + E (Z2) – 2 C Var (Z) 
                                                   – 2 E(Z) E(Z’)
             = 2 E (Z2) – 2 E (Z)2 –2CVar (Z)
 = 2 Var (Z) – 2 C Var (Z)
  = (2 – 2 C) Var (Z) 
For the third estimation approach, we define a linear prediction 
problem. And finally we conclude that for the third estimation 
method, degs (v) is estimated as 
Z’’=CZ + (1-C)f
And the value of MER3 is,

   MER3 = E ( ( Z’ - Z’’ ) 2 )
               =  E (( C Z + ( 1 – C ) f – Z’ ) 2 )
               =  E ( C 2 X2 + 2C ( 1 – C ) Z f - 2C ZZ’ 
                    - 2 ( 1 – C) f Z’ + ( 1 – C )2 f  2+ Z’ 2 )
                = C 2 E ( Z2 ) + E ( Z’ 2 ) - 2C E( Z Z’ ) 
                  + (  2C - 2C 2- 2 + 2 C + 1 - 2C + C2 ) f 2

               = C2 E ( Z2 ) + E ( Z’ 2 ) + E ( Z’ 2) 
                                 + (2C – C 2- 1) f 2-2CE(ZZ’)
 MER3  = (C 2+ 1 ) E ( Z 2 ) + ( 2C - C2 – 1 ) f 2  - 2C 
              ( C Var ( Z ) + f 2 – 2 C ( CVar ( Z ) + f 2)
            = ( C 2 + 1 ) Var ( Z ) – 2 C2 Var ( Z )
            = ( 1 – C 2) Var ( Z )

Table 1: The Values of MER are Tabulated Below
method degs(v) MER
1 f Var(Z)
2 Z (2-2C)Var(Z)
3 CZ+(1-C)f (1-C2)Var(Z)

We see that the accuracy of the three methods depends on the 
correlation between the degrees of neighboring nodes and on the 
variance of node degree. For small values of C, the first and the 
third estimation methods are more accurate than the second one. 
For greater values of C=corr(Z,Z’) the accuracy of the second and 
the third methods is closer to that of the first method

IV. Efficient Continuous Neighbors Discovery 
Algorithm 
We present an algorithm for assigning HELLO message frequency 
to the nodes of the same segment. This algorithm is based on 
Scheme above. Namely, if a hidden node is discovered by one of 
its segment neighbors, it is discovered by all its other segment 

neighbors after a very short time. Hence, the discovery of a new 
neighbor is viewed as a joint effort of the whole segment. One of 
the three methods presented in above section is used to estimate 
the number of nodes participating in this effort
Suppose that node u is in neighbor discovery state:

It wakes up every TI seconds in average for a period of time • 
equal to H, and broadcasts HELLO messages. 
The demand is that the nodes of segment S will discover u • 
within a time period T with probability P. 

Each node v in the segment S is in topology maintenance state, 
wakes up every TN(v) seconds for a period of time equal to H, 
and broadcasts HELLO messages

In order to discover each other, nodes u and v should have • 
an active period that overlaps by at least a portion δ, 0< δ 
<1, of their size H. 
If node u wakes up at time t for a period of H, node v should • 
wake up between t-H(1- δ) and t+H(1- δ). The length of this 
valid time interval is 2H(1- δ). 
Since the average time interval between two wake-up periods • 
of v is TN(v), the probability that u and v discover each other 
during a specific HELLO interval of u is 2H(1- δ)/TN(v).
Let n be the number of in-segment neighbors of u. • 
When u wakes up and sends HELLO messages, the probability • 
that at least one of its n neighbors is awake during a sufficiently 
long time interval is 

 1 - (1 – 2 H (1 -  δ ) / T N ( v ) ) n.
Consider a division of the time axis of u into time slots of • 
length H. 
The probability that u is awake in a given time slot is H/TI, and • 
the probability that u is discovered during this time slot is 

     P 1 =   H / T I ( 1 - ( 1 – 2 H (1- δ ) / TN ( v ) ) n ) . 
Denote by D the value of T/H. Then, the probability that u • 
is discovered within at most D slots is 

  P2 = 1 - ( 1 -  P1 )p . 
Therefore, we seek the value of TN(v) that satisfies the • 
following equation:

                P2=1-(1- P1)D ≥ P 
The last expression can also be stated as
               P1  ≥   1 - ( 1 – P ) 1 / D 
Hence
H / T I ( 1 - ( 1 – 2 H ( 1 -  δ ) /   TN ( v ) ) n )   
                                         ≥ 1 - ( 1 – P ) 1 / D 
and therefore
T N ( v  )≤  2H ( 1 -  δ ) / ( 1 - ( 1 - TI  / H 
                       ( 1 -   ( 1 – P )1 / D )    ))1  /   n

Since v does not know the exact value of n, v can estimate it using 
the schemes presented earlier.

V. Conclusion
We argue that continuous neighbor discovery is crucial even if the 
sensor nodes are static. If the nodes in a connected segment work 
together on this task, hidden nodes are guaranteed to be detected 
within a certain probability P and a certain time period T, with 
reduced expended on the detection.
To this end, we proposed three estimation algorithms and analyzed 
their mean square errors. We then presented a continuous neighbor 
discovery algorithm that determines the frequency with which 
every node enters the HELLO period.
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